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KUUDES

An extensive, in-depth study
of consumer motives

The research has been carried out using both
quantitative and qualitative methods.

The demographically representative sample
of quantitative research (N=1000) has been
supplemented by qualitative, in-depth interviews
and ethnographic observation. This way, we
have gained a comprehensive understanding of
the phenomena of consumption, but also their
underlying factors: values, motives, everyday
realities, sources of inspiration and drivers.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Informed Consumer is an academically
peer-reviewed study by the insight-driven design
consultancy Kuudes. The study offers a thorough
overview of the Finnish consumer field. We have
researched Finnish consumers and the drivers of
their consumption choices for over a decade, and
later from 2016 the study has also covered
Swedish consumers.

The latest update of The Informed Consumer
study was released in September 2019.
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Changes in consumption &
fragmented values
Hot off the press, here is the third update of our Informed
Consumer study. Compared to the last update, there has
been a large shift in how groups are divided. In the 2016
release, consumers were roughly split between two axes –
those hungry for change and those resistant to change.
Now the groups are smaller and more evenly placed in the
value field. The differences between consumer groups are
more subtle, but still significant.
Sustainability is strongly reflected in our research, but is
not the only focus. The background to consumer action has
been explored by taking a variety of values and motives into
consideration, working in line with Shalom Schwartz's value
theory. However, as a theme, sustainability has taken significant steps forward and is now reaching a much wider
audience than before.

Consumption is such a central part of our lives that it is
already kind of seen as a skill. Whether this skill is best tied
to promoting one's own personal needs and identity, or as
an instrument of influence to improve the world, depends
on the type of consumer.
Digitalization is naturally a part of the study. There are
no longer any groups, for which digital tools and services
would be irrelevant. It's good to bear in mind that when we
talk about consumers, we also refer to users, since much of
our consumption today is spent on services.
Come further in and meet the Finnish consumer!
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The segmentation model of
The Informed Consumer is
based on the theory
of Shalom Schwartz’s
Basic Human Values.
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THE INFORMED CONSUMER

By significance, we mean a life that is strongly value-driven,
where we feel that our own actions have an influence on the
common world. When norms that guide our actions become
weaker, the need to understand our own purpose and
meaning of life has not disappeared – quite the contrary.
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For many consumers, acting on
behalf of others increases their
sense of relevance. It gives an
opportunity to be part of something bigger than oneself, when
own well-being is connected
to the well-being of others.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Despite a plaguing concern for
the state of the world, consumers
under the theme of significance
believe in their own power of
influence. Consumption in
accordance with own values is
one of their key ways to influence.
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79

of Finns feel that
their consumption
choices match
their value system

of Finns find that
sustainability is
hard to assess

62

47

of Finns feel that
sustainability is
prerequisite for
quality

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

88

of Finns find
consumption
distressing
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“I don't have big
dreams. I just hope
that I stay healthy
and that my loved
ones are fine.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

“Things must
be done
either well
or not at all.”

“I admire my most radical friends,
who completely reject everything
disposable. I borrow a lot myself
and travel only by road. I don’t
buy new furniture or own a car.”
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For the Uncompromising,
supporting things,
phenomena, and ideas that
are important to them creates
significance. What’s good for
them means good for the
environment, too. Criticism
and taking initiative are
meaningful, and quality is
the essence of life.

For the Guardians, significance
can be found in their own
community and inner circle,
where the importance of their
role is not questioned. The wellbeing of their family is
paramount, but preferably in
line with the common good and
what’s good for the environment.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

For the Devoted, significance
comes from values that are
greater than the common good
or their own good. They sacrifice
their own pleasure for the sake
of the environment without
hesitation – that is the greatest
reward!
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consumers. It is important to them to
create a life of their own – consumption
choices are conscious statements. The
Uncompromising adhere tightly to their
principles and defend their own and others’
rights. They enjoy beauty and are willing
to invest in sustainable quality.

62

“I’m ready to go through trouble for
responsible purchases.” (avg. 39%)

44

“I regularly do things that
promote my holistic well-being.”
(avg. 33%)

The Uncompromising:
51% female

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Uncompromising are demanding

76

“Very high product quality is often
a key factor in my decisions.” (avg. 53%)

KUUDES

79

“I worry about the state of the world, and
this also reflects my consumption
choices.” (avg. 57%)

37% over 60-year-old (avg. 26%)
47% live with their spouse (avg. 34%)
23% Master’s degree (avg. 16%)
40% of households have an +50k income
(avg. 26%)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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VALUES &
DRIVERS

EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Taking care of
their well-being
Balance and
simplifying life
Lifelong relationships
with products
and people

Inflexible and
unconditional

Quality routines
and orderliness
Everyday aesthetics
and enjoyment

Criticism, influence
is demanding

Everyday activism and
addressing grievances

Discord with the world

Readiness to invest
in purchases

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Idealism and a
life of their own

Taking care of acquired
possessions

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Cultural circles | Domestic and international high-quality media and magazines
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“The sofa has been

re-upholstered for the
third time. My spouse
and I washed it with
Marseille soap and a glove
whenever a stain came on.
13
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! Responsible quality
! Ease of sharing
! Comprehensive and proactive solutions
for well-being

“When I’ve had to get rid of
something, I have informed the
Tampere dumpster group that great
stuff is coming in soon.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

What do The Uncompromising
want in the future?
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CHECKLIST

3.

Are the standards
high for quality,
ethics, durability and
aesthetics?

Does the product or
service support desire
for significance and
individuality?

2.
Does the information
flow through relevant
peer and expert
networks?

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.
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their own values. Sustainability brings
significance to their lives, but also a strong
sense of inadequacy. In the midst of this

8

“I’m ready to go through trouble for
responsible purchases (avg. 39%)
“I regularly do things that promote my
holistic well-being.” (avg.. 33 %)
“I don’t believe I can influence
the world with my own choices..
(avg. 40%)

The Devoted:

contradiction, they find a balance with

69% female

meaningful relationships and closeness to

71% of households have a less than

nature.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

For The Devoted, happiness is about fulfilling

KUUDES

93
72
57

“I worry about the state of the world, and
this also reflects my consumption
choices.” (avg. 57%)

50k income (avg. 61%)

52% Bachelor’s or Master’s degree
(avg. 39 %)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Unconditional sustainability

DIY

A strong conscience and
will to influence the world
through own choices
Spiritual balance and
holistic well-being
Civilization and education
Organic, simple life

A feeling of inadequacy
and bad conscience
Compromises due to the
constraints of everyday life
and surrounding framework
Balancing between affordability
and responsibility

Downtime and relaxing at home
Price sensitivity &
putting money aside

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

VALUES &
DRIVERS

Readiness to pay for
products and services
that are sustainably
produced

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Influencing peer groups | High-quality news media |
Influences from travels and the world
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“We bought a new sofa

when the previous one
was completely used
up. Kind of a justified
purchase.”
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What do The Devoted want
in the future?
Absolute transparency from major
mainstream brands

!

Total flight strike

!

Increasing demand for responsibility in all
sectors (telecommunications, health,
banking & insurance, etc.)

“Isn’t it quite silly that there are
7 billion people in the world, yet
everyone should be able to travel
wherever they please? On the other
hand, I do like the peace that comes
with traveling. We’re driving to Senja
this Fall – it’s the new Lofoten.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

!
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CHECKLIST

Is the product or
service ecologically
and ethically
sustainable?

3.
2.
Is accountability
addressed in a
genuine and
credible way?

Can the product or
service be used with
good conscience?

4.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

Is the business
comprehensively
sustainable?
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74
The Guardians think about the well-being
of their family and inner circle. Children, in
particular, take precedence over everything.
While worries about the future of the Earth
and new generations guide their choices,
they do not despair and believe that life will
carry through. Compared to the last update,
this segment has moved towards more

17

“I worry about the state of the world,
and this also reflects my consumption
choices.” (avg. 57%)

The olde
st o
all grou f
ps

“Spending time with loved ones is the biggest
source for well-being.” (avg.
avg. 30%)
“It’s important for me to succeed
and obtain something lasting in
life” (avg. 36%)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

37

KUUDES

82

“I have way too much stuff. I’m trying to
downscale my consumption.”
(avg. 63%)

Huolenpitäjistä:
64% female
39% are pensioners (avg. 26%)

universal values.
Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Home, time spent
with loved ones

Working within
comfort zone

Everyday demands
vs. own aspirations

Good, steady life
Honoring traditions
Desire to do the right
thing – respecting other
people and nature

Curiosity vs. timidity
to experiment
Has become aware of the impact of
consumption on e.g. the climate, but
finds it difficult to change own routines

Homely routines
Moderate and thoughtful
purchases – new things
only when needed

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

VALUES &
DRIVERS

Saving & rational
use of money and
resources

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Loved ones and family | Traditional mainstream media and magazines, e.g.
TV news, Helsingin Sanomat, Yhteishyvä | Discussion forums in social media,
e.g. hobby groups on Facebook, blogs about family life
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“We have talked about

food waste with my
sisters, and how it
doesn’t occur to us. We
put food in the freezer,
in case it’s not used.
23
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What do The Guardians
want in the future?

! Healthy selfishness, taking care of own well-being
! More accurate prioritization of their own time,
frequent use of everyday services
! Adapting strongly to digital services

“There’s good sushi at Citymarket,
we have bought some home every
now and then. It’s renowned now!”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! Comprehensive sustainability, stronger selfempowerment and more powerful self-sacrifice
in the name of sustainability

Citymarket Järvenpää
https://www.hs.fi/nyt/art-2000005866019.html
Image: Florian Metzner / Unsplash
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CHECKLIST

3.

Does the product or
service bring loved
ones together? Does
it create memories,
experiences and
togetherness?

How does it
encourage healthy
selfishness and selffulfillment?

2.
Are new
experiences
offered safely?

4.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

How does it help to
focus on the little
joys of life?
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We are living in an era of individualism in Western societies,
where everyone is responsible for their own happiness. We
value goal-oriented and capable individuals, who realize
themselves and peak when following their dreams.
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Individuality has not traditionally
been a value in Finland, but it is now
increasingly visible to young consumers
living with global influences. Groups that
emphasize individuality show a strong
belief in their own actions, e.g. with a
strong entrepreneurial spirit.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Consumption has become a mean for self
selfconstruction and self-expression, as well as
a way of joining self-selected communities.
Consumerism is a skill, where the ability to
pick out what best expresses one’s
identity is key.
27
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57

would not
compromise on
experience for the
sake of sustainability

43

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

want the
real deal,
not mass
produced

39

of consumers seek
genuine, authentic
and unique things
and experiences
28
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“I could buy products
of better quality, but
I prefer to spend
money on friends and
spare time activities.
I’m content with the
way things are.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

“Very few products or
services make a real
impact. I have learned
to see behind brands."

“I get influenced by anything
– even a grandma walking
down the street wearing red
from top to toe can be a
source of inspiration!"
29
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The lifestyle of the Autocrats
is guided by uniqueness,
differentiation and a yearning
for authenticity. These are the
basic pillars of their selfesteem. Being a forerunner is
a principle to them,
determined by their own strict
terms and reference groups.

For the Unconcerned,
individuality is an unhindered
enjoyment of life. They won’t
allow external expectations or
reconciliations to limit themselves
too much. Their daily lives are
driven by a strong longing for
freedom – as consumers they
are spontaneous.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

For the Dreamers,
individuality signifies
a life driven by curiosity
and a freedom to express
oneself. Monotony is
poisonous and everyday
life is a scene for
creativity.
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identity through consumption choices.
Creativity and pioneering are manifested in
dress, decor, nutrition and leisure activities.
Although the Autocrats are aware of the issues
of sustainability, they prioritize their own goals
over the common good.

59

“Shopping brightens my day.”
(avg. 28%)

48

“I want to stand out from the
rest.” (avg. 21%)

The Autocrats:

T he
youngest of
all groups

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

to stand out from the crowd and express their

61

“I look for authentic, unique things and
experiences.” (avg. 42%)

KUUDES

Ambitious Autocrats are driven by a desire

62

“I think it’s nice, when everyday life is
steady and runs smoothly.” (avg. 81%)

65% male
41% under 30-year-olds (avg. 19%)
48% Bachelor’s or Master’s degree
(avg. 39%)

31% could imagine working as an

entrepreneur in the future (avg. 16%)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Independence, individuality

Consumption choices
as a scene for oneself

A life driven by goals
and passion
Continuous self-improvement,
optimization of own performance
Sensitivity

Balancing act between
ambition and mental
well-being

Limiting influences to
focus on what’s essential

Digitality in every part of life
Finding shortcuts to make
everyday life easier

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

VALUES &
DRIVERS

Mixing business
and leisure

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
International publications | Self-development literature |
Social media that stimulates creativity
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“I’ve tried to let go, so that
I don’t identify with a
specific group or a role.”
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What do The Autocrats
want in the future?
! Opportunities and platforms to influence
others and the world’s current situation
! Networking with other players in the field
! Normalization and wider use of mental
health support services

“I want to bring my brand to the
fore and get a chance to
collaborate with the big ones
combining fashion and art.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! More personalized services and products

Image: Alexandru Acea / Unsplash
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CHECKLIST

Does the product
or service support
the need for
individuality?

4.

Does the product
or service
provoke
discussion?

Is the brand
represented among
leading players in
different channels?

3.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

2.
Is the brand visually
appealing?

35

60

“I am very interested in alternative lifestyles and
different cultures.” (avg. 42%)

56
in the air, but who also make things happen.
They approach life with curiosity and fulfil

36

“Very high product quality is
often a key factor for me in my
choices.” (avg. 53%)

Unelmoijista:

it with enjoyment, beauty, meaningful

58% female

relationships and goals. The Dreamers are

35% under 30-year-olds (avg. 19%)

ready to work hard for their own dreams and

19% students (avg. 9%)

the well-being of others.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Dreamers are optimists that build castles

“It’s important for me to succeed and
obtain something lasting in life.”
(avg 36%)

KUUDES

71

“I get easily excited about new things.”
(avg. 47%)

55% live on rent (avg. 45%)
24% could imagine working as an

entrepreneur in the future (avg.. 16%)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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VALUES &
DRIVERS

EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS
Instant living vs.
far-reaching choices

Creativity and
self-realization

Juxtaposition of
pleasure and
responsibility

Courage, spontaneity
and voluntary choices

Irregular and unpredictable everyday life
No clear difference between
daily life and weekend
Small hedonistic pleasures and
everyday aesthetics

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Curiosity and
open-mindedness

Burdened by freedom of choice
Difficulty to calm down

The unpredictability of
consumption choices

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Social media | Blogs, vlogs and podcasts |
Surrounding world | Urban culture
37
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“I am a diehard hedonist.
I like to enjoy and put
money into things that
make me feel good.”

38
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What do The Dreamers
want in the future?
! Good conscience with small, more sustainable
choices without compromising on own
enjoyment

“I haven’t had FOMO in a long time
and that feels good.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! Follow influencers who take a stand on
sustainability

! Digital services that facilitate the hectic
everyday life and give room to spontaneous
self-fulfillment
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CHECKLIST

3.

Does the product
or service appeal
to emotions?

Is it experiental?

2.

Does it inspire, does it
support self-expression?

4.

Is the brand
actively present on
different social
media channels?

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

5.

Does the product or
service combine
sustainability with
enjoyment?

40

fulfil their own desires spontaneously.
As consumers they are thirsty and relentless
– there is little to no room for effort in their
lives. The Unconcerned are in their element
when friends are near and when the
evening is just about to begin.

59

“Shopping brightens my day.” (avg. 28%)

11

“I try to find out the origins and
backgrounds of products and
share it with others.” (avg. 34%)

Huolettomista:

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Unconcerned live in the moment and

73

“I do not compromise on experiences
because of sustainability.” (avg. 39%)

KUUDES

76

“I haven’t spent much time reflecting on
how my consumption choices impact
the environment.” (avg. 42%)

57% male
37% under 30-year-olds (avg. 19%)
67% live on rent (avg. 45%)
19% make less than 10 000 €
a year (avg. 10%)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Freedom and independence
from norms

Irregular everyday life

Financial success
Hedonistic pleasure
Time spent with friends

Perseverance vs.
impatience

The pursuit of an effortless life
Escapism and disengagement

Conflict of prerequisites for
success and spontaneous
enjoyment

Spontaneously fulfilling own
pleasures in consuming

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

VALUES &
DRIVERS

Circle of friends powerfully
influencing on consumption
choices

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Circle of friends | Social media | Celebrities
42
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“I have five similar pairs of
10 € sneakers from New
Yorker. After an evening out
they are in bad shape and
you cannot wear them – but
they’re not of good quality.”
43
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What do The Unconcerned
want in the future?
! Affordable, carefree mobile services
! More flexible payment methods
that fit their lifestyle

“I don’t buy that much food to my
house, because I spend so little time
at home. I can be away for four days
at my friends’ places. When I come
home, the bread has mold and there’s
meat in the fridge that is long past
it’s best before date.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! A job that guarantees both financial success
and self-fulfillment

44
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CHECKLIST

Is it experiental?

4.

Is the product or
service something
that everyone talks
about?

Does the product
or service make
everyday life
easier?

3.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

2.

Does the product or
service ignite
pleasure?

45
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We live in an age where old norms no longer apply and the world
seems to be changing all the time – demanding us to change as
well. The lifestyle that was once adopted as the only right way to
live is questioned by others and by ourselves. Living in the midst
of change is exhausting while seeking stability and security.
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Some of us rely on the familiar
and the accustomed, some rely
on smaller choices. Having faith
in the laws of life helps carry
through in the midst of change –
one cannot and must not influence
everything.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Consumption is also marked by a longing
for permanence. Long relationships with
familiar brands make everyday life easier
and create a sense of secure continuity.
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81

of Finns do not
believe that their
choices can influence
the rest of the world

26

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

of Finns feel
that it’s nice
when their
everyday life is
steady and
runs smoothly

40

of Finns state that
sustainable
consumption is
an annoying
phenomenon
48
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“I don’t use
public transport at
all. They give me
more trouble than
convenience."
THE INFORMED CONSUMER

“The world is what it
is. There’s always
some situation
going on.”

“My well-being
being gets a
boost when I can just
be, without tuning
into something
all the time.”

49
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The Satisfied adopt the main
lines of life under their social
and cultural framework.
Without the need to question
the basic pillars of everyday
life, they can immerse in
their own projects, small joys
and pleasures.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Steady appreciate a
consistently high quality of life.
They are self-made and know
what they want. The Steady are
aware of the issues of
sustainability, but consider
material well-being an indicator
of success.

The Bystanders accept
that they cannot influence
everything. They do not miss
any strange stimulation, but
rather enjoy their familiar
circles and a safe and smooth
everyday life.
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and the small joys of life. Happiness
for them is spending time on hobbies
and interests. While The Satisfied will

55

“Shopping brightens my day.”
(avg. 28%)

15

“I’m actively involved in
communities that work with
things that are important to
me.” (avg. 28%)

The Satisfied:

easily become enthusiastic about

67% female

new things, they tend to be careful

57 % has home-ownership

when trying.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Satisfied enjoy simple things

73

“I get easily excited about things.”
(avg. 47%)

KUUDES

80

“I’m a positive person.” (avg. 67%)

(avg. 48%)

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments
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VALUES &
DRIVERS
“It would be nice to try"
vs. staying within own
comfort zone

Conscious delimitation
of their own experience

Planning and
predictability
Curiosity and
hobbies

The little perks and
joys of everyday life

Matching other people’s expectations
with own interests

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Consensus building
and adherence to norms

EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Familiarity, affordability
and ease of use

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Theme blogs and vlogs, social media channels |
Tabloids and entertainment news | Celebrities and influencers
52
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“The suitcase is shared
with the family. Items
that are not constantly
needed can easily be
shared, not everyone
has to have their own.”

53
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What do The Satisfied
want in the future?
! Easy and convenient sustainability
! Solutions that streamline everyday life, such
as automated orders of favorite products

“I mostly use online services to take
care of things. At times, however, it
seems like calling is easier. When I
had to change the name on my bank
card, I first had to look online to find
out how. Two or three times I've also
asked for help through a chat.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! Digital platforms for pursuing their
hobbies and interests

54
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CHECKLIST

4.

Does the product or
service provide an
inspiration for
everyday life?

Does the service
support The Satisfied’s
inclination to
orderliness?

How does it offer a chance
to try something new
without leaving one’s
comfort zone?

3.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

2.

Is the product or
service appealing
on an individual
level without being
too different from
the crowd?
55

70
67
value smoothness and ease, and don't want
to put too much effort into everyday things.

22

“I haven’t spent much time reflecting on
how my consumption choices impact
the environment (avg. 42%)
“A more expensive product usually
indicates that it is made of better raw
materials.” (avg. 39%)
“It's better to borrow, rather than
everyone buying their own.”
(avg. 51%)

Vakaista:

Instead, they are very passionate about their

74%

male

own interests and ready to spend time, effort

51%

have atleast a Bachelor’s degree
(avg. 39%)

enough for The Steady, whenever it involves

68%

are home owners (avg. 48%)

something that is important to them.

46%

of households have a more than
50k income (avg. 26%)

and money on them. Only the best is good

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Steady are guided by comfort – they

KUUDES

76

“When buying products that really interest me,
I often choose the top notch one, even if it is
expensive.” (avg. 39%)
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VALUES &
DRIVERS

EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Persistence and
predictability

Challenging oneself
vs. comfort

Financial stability
and success

Quality routines that make
everyday life effortless

Keeping up with new
things is a challenge

Simplicity and comfort
Possibility to focus on
things that are important

Confident in influencing own life,
but not on the big picture

Everyday enjoyment
and rewarding oneself

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Considering own
vs. loved ones’ needs

Reliability and high
quality determines when
making a purchase,

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Family and inner circle | Interest groups, magazines, websites |
Traditional mainstream media, business magazines and influencers
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KUUDES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER

“If I go shopping for
clothes, I go to one store
and buy everything there,
e.g. at Carlings, Volt or
Stadium. The selection
makes the biggest impact.”
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What do The Steady
want in the future?
! Targeted, interesting information across media
! Easy, high-quality, targeted digital services

“A couple of weeks ago I ordered air
filters. I knew the brand, so I didn't
need to worry. I look forward to
receiving packages and then replacing
parts. Of course it's DIY – it wouldn't
feel the same if someone else did it.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! Stronger privatization of public services
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CHECKLIST

1.
Does the product
or service reflect
high status?

Does the product
or service support
engagement with
The Steady's interests?

4.
Does it help to create
quality routines?

3.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

2.

Is the product or
service easy enough
to use and adopt?
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The guiding principle of their lives is how
“it has always been done”. They follow

22

“I haven’t spent much time reflecting on
how my consumption choices impact
the environment.” (avg. 42%)
“I don't believe I can influence the world
with my own choices.” (avg. 40%)
“I'm looking for authentic, unique
experiences and things. ”
(avg. 42%)

Sivullisista:

the norms and reject new currents and

59%

male

trends. Concerns about their livelihood

32%

over 60-year-olds (avg. 26%)

22%

have completed primary or
secondary school (avg. 14%)

47%

of households have a less than
30k income (avg. 39%)

tend to increase the cautious attitude of
The Bystanders – they prefer to keep
unnecessary risks to a minimum.

Avg. = the average for all consumer segments

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

The Bystanders appreciate evenness.

KUUDES

87

“I'd rather get a familiar product than a
new, different one.” (avg. 61%)
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VALUES &
DRIVERS

Financial precaution
Prudence
Family and inner circle

Balancing distrust
and trust between
commercial and social
actors

Unchanged, even rigid habits

Own prejudices vs. positive
experiences
Prudence vs. bargains
Limitations imposed by own operating
environment and personal constraints

Purchases guided
by price
Ease and convenience in
everyday shopping

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

Respect for norms,
“Home, Religion
and Fatherland”

EVERYDAY LIFE,
CUSTOMS & HABITS

Common sense

TRENDS & INFLUENCES
Traditional mainstream media, local media and tabloids | Local
businesses, associations and other actors | Close inner circle
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“Yes, in principle I am
satisfied with my consumer
habits. My habits are pretty
stable, no major changes.”
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What do The Bystanders
want in the future?
! Experience of empowering oneself
! Valuable retention of familiar and old brands
! Strengthening domestic products or services

“We go to a familiar store, there are no
other options in town. We visit
Citymarket whenever we go into the
city. People order all kinds of things
online nowadays, so why not food
sometimes too. I don't know if there are
such services here.”

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

! The less things change in the future,
the more satisfied The Bystanders are
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CHECKLIST

Is the price of the
product or service
affordable?

4.

Is it a rational choice
for everyday life?

Does the new product
or service feel familiar
enough?

3.

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1.

2.

Is the product or
service reliable?
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Where are we heading?
To wrap things up, here are a few aspects that will influence future developments:

significance will be growing.
2. DURING WEAKER ECONOMIC GROWTH, values of
steadiness and stability become more pronounced
– one scenario predicts that these values will intensify
in conjunction to economic downturns.

The challenge, however, is how to empower individuals
to experience that their actions do matter?
4. ALONG WITH DIGITALIZATION OF LIFE, global
influences are increasingly also reaching Finland.
This is already evident in young consumers and their
valuations. If our economic growth weakens, the value
field of Finns may begin to polarize. Hard, individual
values will grow and the segment of so-called young

THE INFORMED CONSUMER

1. AS THE POPULATION AGES, values will move towards
the common good and the upper right corner of the
value map – benevolent groups emphasising

performers will emerge on the Finnish consumer map.
3. WHILE THE CLIMATE CRISIS becomes even more acute,
people no longer have the opportunity for climateskepticism, everyone must participate. This is partly
taken care of by political decisions for the future.
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